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Abstract—Modern large-scale data management systems utilize consensus protocols to provide fault tolerance. Consensus
protocols are extensively used in the distributed database infrastructure of large enterprises such as Google, Amazon, and
Facebook as well as permissioned blockchain systems like IBM’s
Hyperledger Fabric. In the last four decades, numerous consensus
protocols have been proposed to cover a broad spectrum of
distributed database systems. On one hand, distributed networks
might be synchronous, partially synchronous, or asynchronous,
and on the other hand, infrastructures might consist of crashonly nodes, Byzantine nodes or both. In addition, a consensus
protocol might follow a pessimistic or optimistic strategy to
process transactions. Furthermore, while traditional consensus
protocols assume a priori known set of nodes, in permissionless
blockchains, nodes are assumed to be unknown. Finally, consensus protocols have explored a variety of performance trade-offs
between the number of phases/messages (latency), the number
of required nodes, message complexity, and the activity level of
participants. In this tutorial, we discuss consensus protocols that
are used in modern large-scale data management systems, classify
them into different categories based on their assumptions on
network synchrony, failure model of nodes, etc., and elaborate
on their main advantages and limitations.
Index Terms—Fault Tolerance, Consensus, Data Management

I. I NTRODUCTION
On April 1980, Pease, Shostak, and Lamport addressed the
problem of consensus in the presence of faults for the first time
in the domain of distributed systems [52]. In this fundamental
problem, a set of distributed nodes need to reach agreement
on a single value [40]. Modern large-scale data management
systems such as cloud and blockchain rely on consensus
protocols to provide robustness and performance. In cloud
data management systems, such as Google’s Spanner [21],
Amazon’s Dynamo [24], and Facebook’s Tao [14], consensus
protocols are extensively used to enhance fault tolerance.
Consensus is also the core component of the most recent
large-scale data management system, Blockchain. In particular,
permissioned blockchain systems, such as IBM Hyperledger
[7], Quorum [17], Fast Fabric [29], SharPer [5], ResilientDB
[33], and Caper [3], use consensus protocols to establish
agreement on the order of transaction blocks among a set of
known, identified nodes that might not fully trust each other. In
the last four decades, numerous consensus protocols have been
designed to satisfy the two main requirements of large-scale
data management systems, robustness and performance, using
State Machine Replication (SMR) [39] techniques. Robustness

is the ability to ensure availability (liveness) and one-copy
semantics (safety) despite failures, while performance deals
with the response time of requests (latency) and the number
of processed requests per time unit (throughput) [8].
In this tutorial, we study consensus protocols in the domain
of large-scale data management systems based on five aspects:
(1) synchrony mode, (2) failure model, (3) processing strategy,
(4) participants type, and (5) performance metrics.
Synchronous distributed systems assume known bounds on
message delays and process speeds [46]. In synchronous systems, all communication proceeds in rounds. In one round, a
process may send all the messages it requires, while receiving
all messages from other processes. In this manner, no message
from one round may influence any messages sent within the
same round. On the other hand, in asynchronous distributed
systems, there are no bounds on the amount of time a node
might take to complete its work and then respond with a
message [46]. In such systems, there is no global clock
nor consistent clock rate, each node processes independently
of others, and coordination is achieved via events such as
message arrival. As shown by Fischer et al. [28], in an
asynchronous system, where nodes can fail, consensus has no
solution that is both safe and live. Based on that impossibility
result, most fault-tolerant protocols satisfy safety in an asynchronous network that can drop, delay, corrupt, duplicate, or
reorder messages, however, consider a synchrony assumption
to satisfy liveness. Finally, partially synchronous systems take
the position between asynchronous systems where delays can
be arbitrarily large and synchronous systems where there is
a bound on message transmission and processing delays. A
partially synchronous model assumes that among the nodes,
there is a subset that can communicate in a timely manner and
only a limited number of nodes are perceived as arbitrarily
slow, due to either message transmission or processing delays
[30]. This assumption indeed is reasonable in data centers
which are more predictable and controllable than an open
Internet environment.
Each node in a distributed system follows either the crash
or malicious failure model. In the crash failure model, nodes
operate at arbitrary speed, may fail by stopping, and may
restart, however, they may not collude, lie, or otherwise
attempt to subvert the protocol. Whereas, in the malicious
failure model, faulty nodes may exhibit arbitrary, potentially
malicious, behavior. Crash fault-tolerant protocols, e.g., Paxos

[41], guarantee safety in an asynchronous network using 2f +1
nodes to overcome the simultaneous crash failure of any f
nodes while in Byzantine fault-tolerant protocols, e.g., PBFT
[16], 3f +1 nodes are needed to provide the safety property in
the presence of f malicious nodes [12]. A hybrid failure model
admits both crash and malicious failures. Indeed, in a hybrid
network, some nodes might crash whereas some others behave
maliciously. Hybrid fault-tolerant protocols, e.g. UpRight [19]
and SeeMoRe [6], assume a known bound on the maximum
number of crash and malicious failures.
Consensus protocols might optimistically assume that the
nodes are well-behaved. As a result, nodes speculatively
execute requests without running an agreement protocol to
definitively establish the order. Such an assumption while
reducing the processing time, might result in diverge states
of correct nodes that need to be detected and resolved.
Pessimistic consensus protocols, on the other hand, are robust
and designed to tolerate the maximum number of possible
concurrent failures f (where f is defined based on the failure
model of nodes).
Traditional consensus protocols assume that the participants
are known and identified and make an assumption on the
maximum number of failures, f , in the system. In permissionless blockchain systems, e.g., Bitcoin [50], however, the
set of participants is assumed to be unknown. As a result, none
of the existing protocols can be used, thus, mining has been
proposed to solve the consensus problem.
Finally, consensus protocols explore a spectrum of performance trade-offs between the number of required participants,
number of phases/messages (latency), and message complexity. On the required number of participants, while it is known
that in the presence of crash-only (malicious) nodes, 2f + 1
(3f +1) is needed to overcome the simultaneous failure of any
f nodes, some approaches assume nodes are well-behaved (either optimistically or using techniques like trusted hardware)
and reduce the number of required nodes. On the other hand
and to decrease the number of required communication phases,
increasing the number of required nodes is proposed for both
crash-only [42] and malicious nodes [47]. Finally, to decrease
the message complexity of Byzantine fault-tolerant protocols,
increasing the number of communication phases and using
advanced encryption techniques have been presented [63].
In this tutorial, our goal is to present to the database community an in-depth understanding of state-of-the-art solutions
to design efficient consensus protocols that can be used by
large-scale data management systems. We progress towards
this goal by starting from a detailed description of techniques
underlying the design of existing consensus protocols.
II. T UTORIAL O UTLINE
Many practical large-scale data management systems such
as ISIS [10], Eternal [49], Google’s Spanner [21], Amazon’s
Dynamo [24], and Facebook’s Tao [14], use consensus protocols to provide fault tolerance. Consensus algorithms are a
form of State Machine Replication [39]. SMR regulates the
deterministic execution of client requests on multiple copies
of a server, called replicas, such that every non-faulty replica

must execute every request in the same order [55] [39]. The
SMR algorithm has to satisfy safety and liveness properties.
Safety means all correct nodes receive the same requests in the
same order whereas liveness means all correct client requests
are eventually ordered.
Several approaches [55] [41] [51] generalize SMR to support crash failures among which Paxos [41] is the most
well-known asynchronous protocol. Paxos guarantees safety
in an asynchronous network using 2f +1 nodes despite the
simultaneous crash failure of any f nodes. In Paxos, clients
send signed requests to the primary (a pre-elected node that
initiates consensus) and the primary multicasts an accept
message including the transaction to every node within the
system. Upon receiving a valid accept message from the
primary, a node sends an accepted message to the primary.
The primary waits for f accepted messages from different
nodes (plus itself becomes f +1), multicasts a commit message
to every node, and sends a reply to the client.
Many protocols have been proposed to either reduce the
number of phases, e.g., Multi-Paxos which assumes the leader
is relatively stable or Fast Paxos [42] and Brasileiro et al.
[13] which add f more nodes, or reduce the number of nodes,
e.g., Cheap Paxos [43] which tolerates f failures with f +1
active and f passive nodes. Finally, Raft [51] is a leader
based crash fault-tolerant protocol that was meant to be more
understandable than Paxos.
Byzantine fault tolerance refers to nodes that behave arbitrarily after the seminal work by Lamport, et al. [44]. Early
Byzantine fault-tolerant protocols (SecureRing [36] and Rampart [54]) were synchronous where a round based algorithm
is developed to exclude faulty nodes from the group. Such
systems are vulnerable to denial-of-service attack where an
attacker may compromise the safety of service by delaying
non-faulty nodes or the communication between them until
they are tagged as faulty and excluded from the group.
Practical Byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT) protocol [16] is
one of the first and the most known state machine replication
protocol to deal with malicious failures in an asynchronous
network. PBFT requires 3f +1 nodes to guarantee safety in
the presence of at most f malicious nodes. PBFT consists
of agreement and view change routines where the agreement
routine orders requests for execution by the nodes, and the
view change routine coordinates the election of a new primary
when the current primary is faulty. The nodes move through
a succession of configurations called views [26] [27] where
in each view, one node, which initiates the protocol, is the
primary and the others are backups.
Although practical, the cost of implementing PBFT is quite
high, requiring at least 3f +1 nodes, 3 communication phases,
and a quadratic number of messages in terms of the number
of nodes. Thus, numerous approaches have been proposed
to explore a spectrum of trade-offs between the number of
phases/messages (latency), number of nodes, the activity level
of participants (nodes and clients), and types of failures.
FaB [47] and Bosco [58] reduce the communication phases
by adding more nodes. Speculative protocols, e.g., Zyzzyva

[37], HQ [23], and Q/U [1], also reduce the communication
by executing requests without running any agreement between
nodes and optimistically rely on clients to detect inconsistencies between nodes. To reduce the number of nodes, some
approaches rely on a trusted component (a counter in A2MPBFT-EA [18] or a whole operating-system instance [22]) that
prevents a faulty node from sending conflicting (i.e., asymmetric) messages to different nodes without being detected. SBFT
[31] and Hotstuff [63] attain linear communication overhead
by increasing the number of communication phases and using
advanced encryption techniques, e.g., signature aggregation
[11]. Finally, MultiBFT [32] uses multiple parallel primary
nodes to parallelize transaction processing.
Optimistic approaches reduce the required number of nodes
during the normal-case operation by either utilizing the Cheap
Paxos [43] solution and keeping f nodes in a passive mode
(REPBFT [25]), or by separating agreement from execution
[62]. In ZZ [61] both passive nodes and separating agreement
from execution are employed. Note that all these approaches
need 3f + 1 nodes upon occurrence of failures. REMINBFT
[25] and CheapBFT [34] use a trusted component to reduce
the network size to 2f + 1 and then utilize an optimistic
approach by keeping f of those nodes passive during the
normal-case operation. In contrast to optimistic approaches,
robust protocols (Prime [2], Aardvark [20], Spinning [60],
RBFT [9]) consider the system to be under attack by a very
strong adversary and try to enhance the performance of the
protocol during periods of failures.
Consensus with multiple failure modes were initially addressed in synchronous protocols [59] [48] [35] [57]. Recent
protocols such as VFT [53], XFT [45], and SBFT [30]
have focused on partial synchrony, a technique that defines
a threshold on the number of slow (partitioned) processes.
VFT is similar to PBFT regarding the number of phases
and massage exchanges, however, it optimistically assumes
that an adversary cannot fully control the malicious nodes
and as a result, reduces the phases of communication and
message exchanges. SBFT also reduces the number of message
exchanges by assuming the adversary controls only crash
failures. Scrooge [56], as an asynchronous hybrid protocol,
uses a speculative technique to reduce the latency. UpRight
[19] also utilizes the agreement routines of PBFT [16], Aardvark [20], and Zyzzyva [37] and, similar to [62], separates
agreement from execution. SeeMoRe [6] is an asynchronous
hybrid protocol that takes advantage of being aware of where
the crash or malicious faults may occur and either reduces
the number of communication phases and message exchanges
by placing the primary in the crash-only private cloud, or
decreases the number of required nodes by placing the primary
in the untrusted public cloud.
Since permissioned blockchain systems consist of a set
of known, identified nodes that might not fully trust each
other, traditional Byzantine consensus protocols can be used
to order the transaction blocks [15]. In Tendermint [38], only
a subset of nodes, called validators, participates in a PBFTlike consensus protocol. Validators are users with accounts that

have coins locked in a bond deposit and have voting power
equal to the amount of the bonded coins. Quorum [17] uses
a Raft-like [51] protocol to order transactions. In Hyperledger
Fabric [7] and ParBlockchain [4] fault-tolerant protocols are
pluggable and depending on the failure model of nodes a crash
or a Byzantine fault-tolerant protocol can be used.
While traditional consensus protocols assume a priori
known set of participants, in permissionless blockchain system the set of participants is assumed to be unknown. A
permissionless setting allows participants to freely join and
leave the system without maintaining any global knowledge
of the number of participants. Since the participants are
unknown, none of the existing protocols can be used to
establish consensus on the order of transactions. To solve this
problem, Bitcoin introduces mining where nodes need to solve
a computationally challenging Proof of Work (PoW) puzzle
before they can add any block of transactions to the replicated
blockchain. Since the PoW puzzle is computationally hard,
very few miners can successfully solve the puzzle, and hence
a successful miner can add a block to the blockchain and be
guaranteed, with very high probability, to be unique.
III. T UTORIAL I NFORMATION
This is a three hours tutorial targeting researchers, designers, and practitioners interested in consensus and its applications in large-scale data management systems. The target
audience with basic background about distributed systems
should benefit the most from this tutorial. For the general
audience and newcomers, the tutorial explains the design space
of consensus in large-scale data management systems.
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